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2 of 2 review helpful Wonderful and inspiring By Kathy H This is a wonderful book I could relate to so much of it and 
the take home message is inspiring The writing is clear and tight capturing my attention in the first paragraph bringing 
me straight into the story I couldn t put the book down Ms Strombeck is straightforward in dealing with pain and 
suffering alongside hopes and dreams portrayed in an easy t Hopeless an orphan slave girl who inherited an 
insurmountable debt at birth faces a despairing life of oppression along with her only friend Athaliah But unlike the 
rest of the slaves held under the malicious Master Omri Hopeless has an unexplainable urge to risk everything on the 
faintest hope of finding freedom Afraid to even acknowledge her desires she still longs for the impossible mdash to 
reach the king and queen receive their protection from her owner and About the Author Elizabeth Strombeck a native 
of Orlando Florida dreamed from childhood of becoming a missionary like her grandparents Rick and Bette At age 
seventeen this dream was fulfilled as she moved to Kiev Ukraine There she was inspired to write Dr 
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